
CITY COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO

Tuesday, July 25, 2006

REGULAR MEETING

Minutes

TIME & PLACE:     The Mayor and the City Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences in the County of Sierra and State of New Mexico
met in Regular Session in full conformity with the law and
ordinances of said Commission in the Commission Chambers of

said City, on Tuesday, July 25, 2006 at 6: 00 P.M.

PRESIDING The meeting was called to order by Mayor Montgomery who
OFFICER:       presided and Mary B. Penner, City Clerk acted as Secretary of the

meeting.

ATTENDANCE:      Upon calling the roll the following Commissioners were reported
present:

Hon. Lori S. Montgomery, Mayor
Hon. Jerry Stagner, Mayor Pro- tern
Hon. Jimmy Rainey, Commissioner
Hon. Freddie J. Torres, Commissioner

Absent was:

Hon. Evelyn B. Renfro, Commissioner

Also present:

Jaime R. Aguilera, City Manager
Jay Rubin, City Attorney
Mary B. Penner, City Clerk

QUORUM:      There being a quorum present the Commission proceeded with the
business at hand.

CEREMONY: Mayor Montgomery called for fifteen seconds of Silent Meditation.

Mayor Montgomery called for the Pledge of Allegiance.

APPROVAL OF Mayor Montgomery called for approval of the Agenda.
AGENDA:

Commissioner Rainey moved approval of the Agenda as

amended."

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.
Motion carried unanimously.

Mayor Montgomery stated the next item is presentation of some
plaques, and that she is so happy to do this, and stated this is the
fun part of being the Mayor.

At this time she called on Lois Reaver-Black and Bud Stevenson,

and expressed it was her honor as the Mayor of the City of T or C
to present these plaques of appreciation.  She stated the first one is

presented to Glen " Bud" Stevenson, In Appreciation to your years

of services as T or C City Commissioner.    Mayor Montgomery
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stated last but not least,  the second plaque presented to Lois
Reaver- Black, In appreciation of your years of Service as T or C
City Commissioner, Mayor Pro- tem, and Mayor.  They were both
applauded by everyone.

Mayor Montgomery stated on behalf of the entire Commissioner
she would like to thank them both for all their years of service and

help to the community and appreciates it very much, and thanked
them.

Former Lois Reaver-Black thanked them and former Commissioner

Stevenson would like to tell the Commission he thinks they have a
very strong Commission and indicated they were doing good work,
and stated keep up the good work!  And the Commission thanked
them.

RESPONSE TO Mayor Montgomery stated the next item on the agenda is response
PUBLIC to public comment for Ms. Andrea Freeman, and indicated this is
COMMENT:   regarding the smoking ban that was presented at the last City

Commission Meeting, and that she would like to respond to the
public comment.

She stated she spoke with Ms.  Freeman today regarding some
changes in what was on the petition that she presented on behalf of

their group and regarding the presentation that she made.

Mayor Montgomery stated the petition that she presented on the
smoking ban referred to non-smoking in restaurants and the
presentation she made on behalf of her group at the meeting was
regarding the City adopting a similar statue or rules and regulations
as Santa Fe.

She stated they talked at great length today regarding what exactly
the group was interested in, and Ms. Freeman indicated she was
going to get together some additional information and make a
formal presentation to the Commission regarding exactly what that
group would like them to go forward with and discuss.

Mayor Montgomery stated what she explained to Ms.  Freeman
after they receive the information on how they would like to
proceed,   and present it to the Commission,  and then the

Commission will decide if they will put it as an agenda item and
discuss it, or how they want to proceed with this, and that they will
be looking at this in the future.

COMMENTS Ms. Shelby Shue came before the Commission and stated several
FROM THE Commission meetings ago there were two people who spoke on the
PUBLIC: barking dog problems here in T or C.

She stated the response from City Manager Aguilera stated that he
didn' t think they had a problem as only two people had appeared
before the City Commission to express their concerns on this issue.

Ms. Shue would like to present to the Commission petitions signed

by 137 people, residents of the town who feel that they do have a
problem, and also stated there were more petitions forthcoming,
and they feel that they do have a problem, and in fact they are
living with this aggravation everyday.

She stated therefore they are requesting the City Manager not to
just look into this matter, but using other communities codes and
ordinances such as Deming as well as their own as a guide, and
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suggest a new set of regulations that are not only workable but also
enforceable in their town, and thanked the Commission for their
opportunity to speak, and turned in the petitions.

City Manager Aguilera stated since this is an item that has been
brought up previously, a couple of statements on this issue, and one
is that he didn' t say that it wasn' t a problem, but indicated that they
had an ordinance to take care of the problem. He stated there was

an ordinance that was given to him from the City of Deming, and
actually received two ordinances, and that he gave them to the

animal control officers, and asked them to review the ordinances to

see if there was anything in them that they could use to add to their
ordinance, and he has not received a response yet.

He stated he would contact animal control to see if there is anything
that they can add to the ordinance and that her comments have not
gone unheated, and explained that things take time, although as he

indicated they do have an ordinance already, and if someone has a
barking dog problem there is a process, and that the problem does
have a solution today, and explained that it does take a lot of work
on the part of the resident and it always will be, and he does not
know if it will ever change.

City Manager Aguilera stated the person making the complaint has
to do a lot of work to prove that this situation is problematic, and

stated when the police show up or the dog enforcement officer
show up and the dog is quiet then there is not a problem, and they
are not witnessing the event, and that is why it takes work on the
resident on the complainant to document, photograph, video tape
and audio tape and prove to the judge that there is a problem.

The following are verbatim minutes—

Mr. John Davis came before the Commission and stated he was not

going to bark tonight, but Mr. Aguilera I' m gonna growl at you just
a little bit.

He stated in previous issues of the Herald you (Mr. Aguilera) have

been quoted as referring to the Informed Citizens Alliance the ICA,
as a somewhat  " secretive organization,"  and also that Mr.

Trumbull has to personally approve each member.

He does not know where he possibly came up with such a
statement,  and that having been said,  they' re not a secret
organization they still have public meetings at the library, and no
longer did they gave that up so somebody could teach English
classes at that spot.

Mr. Davis stated they don' t have decoder rings, they don' t meet in
secret,  and they' ve invited both newspapers to attend their
meetings, you' re welcome to attend the next meeting they have.

He stated they would never give Gerry the power to approve... it

would go to his head, so they don' t give him that kind of power to
approve or disapprove a member, so I don' t know where you ( Mr.
Aguilera) came up with it, but I was thinking... maybe he is not

getting enough fiber in his diet, so I wanted to give this to you...
and suggest it for him, and at this time brought up to the podium a
bottle of some kind of fiber... bought locally.

Commissioner Torres, I don' t think that is really fair, or... I don' t
think its right to accept it.
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Mr. Davis, secretive Sir is what you were in the hiring process
regarding his criminal record... we' re not secret.

Mr.  Steve Green came before the Commission ,  and stated he

would like to think as citizens and residents of this community he
thinks they are entitled to speak, and thinks they have a right to
speak, and thinks there is a forum where appropriateness is correct

and where it is incorrect, and he thinks to single out someone with

who' s kind of hands are tied or she as the case might be... this is

not the appropriate place for what just happened, and with that said

went on—

Again my name is Steve Green and would like to compliment the
City, and referred to the West end of downtown just got a heck of a
lot looking better.    He stated if they are able to get more
beautification grants they would just ask that possibly the Art
Community be considered to submit designs that would be
appropriate and fit in with the beginning of what the City has
started to do, also would like to point out that quails come in

different sizes, not only small, but medium and big, overall he
thinks it is a wonderful beginning, and must compliment them on
that.

He stated at their last Commission meeting they were talking about
gross receipts tax being increased, and if time would allowed they
would of come up with more reasons why the gross receipts tax
was higher, and what has driven this community in the past and
will continue in the future, and yes they can do it better and market
themselves better is tourism, 500 billion dollar industry, 3. 6 billion
is cultural affairs that is art the museums, the cultural of their area,

and applauds all those people in the community and those event
planners and organizations who are looking with the City with
Manager Aguilera to that end to make them better as a destination.

Mr. Gerald Trumbull came before the Commission, and stated he

takes to heart... I think it was you Steve about the proper forum,

was that you.  If this isn' t the proper forum I sure would like to

know what is the proper forum to answer allegations, to answer

innuendos to answer half truths, but published in quotation marks

in our two local rags, so if this isn' t the proper forum please tell
him what the proper forum and we' ll use that forum.  I trust... first

of all is the gag order lifted.

Mayor Montgomery referred to Mr. Rubin.

City Attorney Rubin stated he is going to recommend that until the
Commission meets in closed session tonight that they should not
discuss the litigation, and he will explain that to them in closed

session and report to the public at the next meeting what is
happening.

Mayor Montgomery, so be it.

Mr. Trumbull, so I won' t know for two more weeks, I won' t have

an answer is that right, Mayor Montgomery, that' s correct.   Mr.

Trumbull thanked the Mayor and Commissioners.

City Manager Aguilera stated there is one announcement,  and

introduced Mr.  Scott Weber the new director of the Utility
Department.

Mayor Montgomery stated she has a comment to make,  and
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indicated there has been a couple of mentions of this is a public
forum to address the Commission, and agrees, the public comment
section of the agenda is a courtesy, and does not want to remove it
from the agenda, and stated she would if they continue to have
comments like they just had from you, Mr. Davis, I do not think
that is appropriate, and thinks it is belittling, and Mr. Aguilera
please accept her apologies, Commissioner Stagner stated his also,
and indicated she will not tolerate it.

Mr. John Davis, may I respond?

Mayor Montgomery, no you may not.

Mr. Davis, okay.

Mayor Montgomery, okay, and indicated this is a business meeting,
and that they will conduct it as a business meeting, and if they have
business to attend to with the City she welcomes their comments,
and will not accept snide remarks anymore, so with that being said
they will go on with the agenda, and was applauded.

CONSENT Mayor Montgomery stated they have one item under the Consent
CALENDAR:  Calendar  —  Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the City

Commission— July 11, 2006.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of the Consent Calendar."

Seconded by Commissioners Rainey/Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

BOARD Mayor Montgomery stated the following are draft minutes from
COMMITTEE various boards provided to the Commission and are for information
REPORTS:      only and are non-action items.

Planning& Zoning Commission— Special Use Permit

City Manager Aguilera stated that Mr.  Chris Nobes Building
Inspector is in charge of processing these permits and indicated he
has taken this before the Planning & Zoning Commission and is
now before the Commission with a recommendation of approval,
and asked that Mr. Nobes come before the Commission to make a
presentation of the details of the project.

Mr. Chris Nobes, Building Inspector came before the Commission
and explained that this parcel is out on North Highway 51, also

called East P Street.

He indicated the developer is an out of state investor and saw the

opportunities and thinks a lot of it was prompted by news of the
Spaceport and the location of that highway, and that he located a
parcel he felt that would fit his needs.

Mr. Nobes stated he studied the City' s comprehensive plan and
realized that there is a need for upscale apartments, and putting all
this together he went ahead and purchased this 5 acre tract and

because of the procedural limitations he actually closed on the
property before he obtained this special use permit.

He stated in the packets he has included a site plan and an elevation

of the building, and indicated this project is proposed to include 81
apartments and three buildings, and stated there is an arbitrary zone
line along East Third Street between the C- 1 and R-3 district, and
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explained the reason to come before the Commission with a special

use application is that in a C- 1 district an apartment complex of

more than 10 units is a special use, and in the R-3 zoning district it
is a permitted use, so in reality he could place that first building,
building " A" on the site plan which is located in an R-3 district he
could in fact start construction on that, and stated he has followed

all their procedures.

City Manager Aguilera asked that Mr. Nobes explain a little bit on
the other conditions of approval, and because this is a special use

permit it is allowable to place conditions on the project, and stated

that he and Mr. Nobes went through the plans and discussed several

additional conditions and believes that the applicant has agreed to

those.

And Mr. Nobes replied, " that' s correct, yes sir," and indicated that

the Planning & Zoning Commission stipulated that the clubhouse
and swimming pool be included in the overall plan, but they did not
stipulate that it be with phase 1,  or building  " A",  and after

discussing this with the City Manager he recommended that
perhaps phase 2, or building `B" would be the appropriate once

building " A" was up and generating the cash flow the developer
might be willing at that point construct the swimming pool and the
community building,  and understands that is agreeable to the

developer, so if they wish to put a stipulation that the swimming
pool and community building " B" included as phase 2, I believe

that is acceptable.

Mr. Nobes stated the other issues as far as landscaping, size of
trees, parking, and lighting fixtures complying with the night sky
protection act,  location of the dumpsters,  ponding areas,  and

indicated they ran these by the designer and he relayed them to the
developer,  and believes they are agreeable to each of these
conditions.

Commissioner Torres asked if this was going to be in T or C' s
service area for electric, and Mr. Nobes replied" yes sir," and stated

originally when they first presented this to the Utility Board back in
April there was a little confusion about that and believes they have
cleared that up, and explained there is a Sierra Electric transmission
line on the east end of the property and that is basically an arbitrary
boundary between the service areas, Sierra Electric and City, so it
is on the City' s side.

City Manager Aguilera stated he asked Gil Avelar the Electric
Utility Director to look into this, and indicated he did and came up
with that boundary and also asked him to double check with Sierra
Electric to make sure they understood that it was the boundary and
it is their understanding and our understanding.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of the Special Use Permit

with the conditions of the clubhouse and swimming pool being in
phase 2."

Seconded by Commissioner Rainey.
Motion carried unanimously.

PUBLIC None.

HEARINGS:

DOMESTIC City Manager Aguilera stated this item came up at the end of the
ABUSE budget year, and explained that the Domestic Abuse Intervention
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REQUEST:     Center was suppose to have submitted their request for payment for

the month of June before the end of June so that they could pay
them, and indicated that money was budgeted in FY 05/ 06 and they
would have gladly paid them, unfortunately they did not submit the
request for payment until after June

30th

they were into July.

He stated at that point he could no longer authorize payment
because essentially the 05/ 06 budget was closed, so he informed
them the City was not going to be able to pay that June bill, and he
suggested the only other way of doing this would be to come before
the Commission and ask that they add an additional $625. 00 to this

years budget so they can pay them for that June bill.

City Manager Aguilera stated there is not a problem paying other
than the pot of money that was there is no longer there, and the

recommendation is for approval, and they can do that when they
approve the final budget tonight and add that a part of the motion.

Mr. Robert Parks, Director with Domestic Abuse came before the

Commission and explained that they are operating under half the
budget that they operated last year due to some problems with a
grant in Santa Fe, and they would not be receiving any of that
money until mid August, and they really need this $ 625. 00 and

would appreciate their consideration.

Commissioner Torres moved that they approve the $ 625.00 as

recommended by City Manager Aguilera."

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.
Motion carried unanimously.

MUNICIPAL City Manager Aguilera stated the first two requests are for
COURTS:       additional public defenders for the Municipal Court.  He stated he

did have a question,  and recommends that they approve the
additional public defenders, and did have a question about the

contract for Ms. Hubble and met with Bobbie Sanders today and
that she cleared up the issue and is satisfied with the contract for
the bailiff and would also recommend approval.

Mayor Montgomery asked City Attorney Rubin if there were any
comments about the contracts, and City Attorney Rubin stated that
he agrees and is in favor of this.

Commissioner Torres moved approval the additional public
defenders and the bailiff for the Municipal Court."

Seconded by Commissioner Rainey.
Motion carried unanimously.

ADOPTION OF City Manager Aguilera stated that Mr.  Nobes is head of the
NEW BLDG.   building department, and indicated that the State has changed the
CODES: building codes under which the City operates and it is necessary

that they amend their existing code in order to adopt the new State
codes, and he and Mr. Nobes is recommending that they set this for
a public hearing and to be published and ask the City Attorney to
draw up an ordinance for these changes.

City Attorney Rubin asked if he is to draft the changes and bring it
back to the Commission for publication at their next meeting, and
City Manager Aguilera stated that' s right.

Commissioner Torres moved that they instruct the City Attorney
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to draw up an ordinance for publication and bring in back to their
next meeting."

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.
Motion carried unanimously.

PROPOSED City Manager Aguilera stated he had a conversation with Bobbie
ORDINANCE    —   Sanders from Municipal Court and was inquiring about the people
RELATED TO that are sentenced to community service by the judge, and whether
COMMUNITY or not the City could use them for various things such as weeding
SERVICE:      and clean- up on the medians and other type of minor labor.

He stated in the past they used the ones sentenced under
community service and Bobbie Sanders informed him that the City
did not have an acting ordinance and this is what they have before
them.

City Manager Aguilera stated there is s State Statute that allows
City' s to take on these workers at no risk because they are not to be
considered City employees, so they are able to put them on a crew,
allow them in city vehicles and let them use hand tools and put
them to work and no risk of liability to the City unless it is
something grossly negligent.

He stated he spoke with Don Armijo, Street Superintendent and

asked if he was going to be able to have one of his men supervise
these people on a weekend, and he indicated they would have
someone arrange their schedule so they would have a flex schedule
in order to provide the supervision that is required, and thinks it is a

great way for these folks to provide the community services that
they are sentenced to and a great way for the City to take advantage
of this and allow them to work and do some good in the

community,  and the recommendation is for approval of the

Ordinance which follows State Statute.

Commissioner Rainey stated they have been trying to do this with
the Courts for the last 6 years, and is glad to see this.

Commissioner Rainey moved for publication Proposed Ordinance
Adopting State of NM Statute 35- 15- 14 Related to Community

Service by the Municipal Court."

Seconded by Commissioners Stagner/Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

PROPOSED City Manager Aguilera stated this is an amendment to the Traffic
ORDINANCE    —   Code, and asked City Attorney Rubin to explain this.
UNIFORM

TRAFFIC CODE:    City Attorney Rubin stated this is from the New Mexico Municipal
League and was advised that the State Legislature has made some

changes to the Uniform Traffic Ordinance and that they are
mandated to accept these changes.   He stated the procedure they

want them to follow is going through the publication process as
opposed to adopting it by reference.

He indicated he prepared a summary which he is asking for them to
do is go to publication, and to summarize the changes and that there

were some minor changes to 12- 6- 12. 2 — Operating a motor vehicle
under the influence of intoxicating liquor, just some grammatical
changes.

City Attorney Rubin stated the biggest change is to reflect the fines
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for Parking in Designated Disabled Parking Spaces has been raised
to a minimum of$250.00 and a maximum of$500.00.

Commissioner Stagner moved for publication of the Proposed
Ordinances, Amended by Revising Chapter 13, Article I1, Traffic
Code,  and Adoption of Amendments to Compiled 2004 NM
Uniform Traffic Ordinances."

Seconded by Commissioner Rainey.
Motion carried unanimously.

RESO.403- 06/ 07 —   City Manager Aguilera stated this Resolution is acceptance of FAA
ACCEPTANCE Grant for part of the grant to pay the engineering contractor ASCG,
OF FAA GRANT:    as ASCG has done the work of designing all of the improvements

so they will be ready to put it out to bid as soon as the next grant is
available next year, and the recommendation is that they accept the
grant from FAA for $52, 535. 00, and have a co- sponsorship of that
in the amount of $1382.00, and the State will also match that of

1, 383. 00, and recommendation is for approval.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of Resolution# 03- 06/ 07 —
Approving the Acceptance of the FAA Grant for Design of Airport
Improvement Project at the Truth or Consequences Municipal
Airport."

Seconded by Commissioner Rainey.
Motion carried unanimously.

RESO. # 04- 06/ 07 -   City Manager Aguilera stated this is probably the best news of all,
ACCEPTANCE and indicated this is when Commissioner Rainey was the Mayor,
STATE GRANTS and they went to Santa Fe last year and lobbied to get this money.
FOR WW     &

WATER: He stated they were successful in receiving  $ 250,000 for the

Wastewater Treatment Plant. And the Water System in the amount
of $200,000,  and stated the Resolution indicates that they will
accept the grant,  and recommendation is for approval,  and

mentioned their hearty thanks to Representative Hamilton and
Smith who worked hard to get them this money.

Commissioner Stagner asked if they had these monies earmarked
for certain things.

City Manager Aguilera stated the Wastewater Grant would be used
for a machine that takes the sludge and compacts it and squeezes

the water out of it and dries it very quickly as opposed to what they
do now which is spread it out and let the sun bake it and causes

odor problems when it sits baking in the sun and the water
evaporates out of it, and explained this machine can do it in a half

of day opposed to what it takes 3- 4 days for nature to do.

He stated the money for the water system will probably need to be
used for the Morgan Street booster station and water line, and he
received an estimate from the engineers of$ 733, 000, and still needs

to review that to see if there are some places they can cut because
they need to reduce that, and indicated the City took out a loan with
NMFA for that project for $ 430,000 that is remaining plus this

200,000, and that they would be about $ 100, 000 shy, and will
depend on what happens when they put it out to bid, and stated this
is an engineers estimate.

Commissioner Rainey moved approval of Resolution # 04- 06/07

for the grant in the amount of$450,000."
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Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

RESO.   # 05- 06/07 City Manager Aguilera stated this is a product of several workshops
FINAL they held and submitted the Preliminary Budget to DFA which was

BUDGET FOR FY approved with flying colors.
06/ 07:

He stated they held a workshop yesterday and reported that they are
looking better than they thought on a preliminary basis, so the
recommendation is for approval of the Resolution with the one

caveat about adding the $ 625. 00 for the Domestic Abuse.

Mayor Montgomery stated she would like to thank him and the
staff for all the work on the budget, and indicated it was presented

very concisely and clearly to the Commission.

Commissioner Torres moved approval of Resolution # 05- 06/ 07 -

Approval of final budget for FY 2006/2007."

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.

Commissioner Rainey stated they do want to add that they are
adding the $ 625.00 for the Domestic Abuse, with Commissioner

Torres stated that is correct with Commissioner Stagner including
that in his second.

Motion carried unanimously.

OLD BUSINESS:    None.

REPORTS:      CITY MANAGER—

City Manager Aguilera stated he is happy to report that the work on
the police building has recommenced, and indicated that the city
crews done a lot of the interior partitions and removal of such, and

then they came to a stop because they had to go through the bidding
process to get an electrical contractor.

He stated that has been done, and the contractor has been selected

and started work on Monday, so they hope to open the building by
September.

City Manager Aguilera mentioned the coyote median in front of
Bullock' s, and thinks the crews did a nice job and looks better than
it did, and indicated it was an experimental idea to spend some
grant money.   He stated our fabricator, Mr. Jim McAfoos was

willing to do the work and did a nice job, and that the street crew
purchased the rock.

He stated they have another grant and Mr. Green mentioned if they
get another grant they would like to be involved, and he would like
them involved for any ideas, and indicated it is a very skinny grant
but that it would be on going.

City Manager Aguilera stated that the Governor has announced that
his staff would be here on July

26th

at the Civic Center from 3: 00-

4: 00 p. m., for the purpose to hear any citizen that has an issue to
discuss with their staff, and that the public is welcome to attend.

CITY ATTORNEY—No report.

COMMISIONERS—
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Commissioner Stagner reported that he had dinner with Secretary
Holman' s from the State of New Mexico Economic Development,
and Commissioner Whitehead from the County.  He indicated Mr.

Holman' s brought them up to speed on what is going on with the
Spaceport and the Racetrack,  and mentioned that both are

progressing and a lot of hurdles to go over but it looks like they
have some good avenues to go and is very positive about both of
those.

Commissioner Rainey— No report.

Commissioner Torres— No report.

Mayor Montgomery— No report.

City Manager Aguilera stated he has one last item and reported that
the school district did approve the budget for their police officer,
and the officer will be stationed at the schools within the next
couple of weeks.

EXECUTIVE Commissioner Rainey moved that the meeting be closed for
SESSION:       Executive Session —   Pending or Threatened Litigation 10- 15-

1 H(7),  Gerald Trumbull vs.  the City of T or C,  Purchase,

Acquisition or Disposal of Real Property or Water Rights 10- 15-
1 H(8), concerning the property sale or considering the sale at 210
S. Date.

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.
All responded Yes to a Roll Call Vote.
Motion carried unanimously.

OPEN MEETING:    " Mayor Montgomery Stated that the Commission was now in
Open Session."

CERTIFICATION    " Commissioner Rainey certified that only matters pertaining to
Pending or Threatened Litigation 10- 15- 1H( 7),    Purchase,

Acquisition or Disposal of Real Property or Water Rights 10- 15-
1 H(8), were discussed in Executive Session, and no official action
was taken."

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.
Motion carried unanimously.

Commissioner Stagner indicated on Pending or Threatened
Litigation 10- 15- 1H( 7), Gerald Trumbull vs. the City of T or C, no
action was taken."

Seconded by Commissioner Rainey.
Motion carried unanimously.

Commissioner Stagner moved that the City Manager proceed as
directed on the Purchase, Acquisition or Disposal of Real Property
or Water Rights, 10- 15- 1H( 8), for the property sale/consider sale —
210 S. Date."

Seconded by Commissioner Rainey.
Motion carried unanimously.

ADJOURNMENT:   There being no further business to come before the Commission the
meeting was adjourned.
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APPROVAL:   P ED AND APPROVED this day of

2006,    on motion duly made by
Comm'   Toner seconded by
Commissioner and carried.

LORI S. MONTGOMERY, M YOR

ATTEST:

MARY B. P NNER,

CITY CLERK
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